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Why WholeTrees® Products
• Renewable timber resource from well-managed forests
• FSC® Certified upon request
• Carbon-sequestering and low embodied energy
• Finished with nontoxic sealant
Specifications
• ASTM Playground Standard compliant
• Engineering stamp available
• Consulting services for specification packages
• Installation services available nationally
• Rot-resistant black locust with an exterior service life of 40 years
Product pricing and installation estimates are available upon request. Cost ranges are dependent on
linear feet of timber, level of complexity, and size of total purchase order.

Maze Structure
Randomly placed non-structural black locust forest
elements. Can inspire fort building when paired with
free-standing sticks. Timbers are 6”-8” diameter and
an average of 8’ tall.
Age range
2+

Rope Course
Thick rope strung between branched columns to
improve balance and coordination. Includes 35’ long
anaconda rope and a set of (5) branched timber
supports. Timbers are buried 3’ below grade.
Age range
2+
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Log Pile
Straight and/or branched logs prefabricated to bolt
together seamlessly. Includes a set of (5) logs, each
10’-12’ long, as well as hardware for assembly.
Age range
2+

Balance Beams
Flat-topped black locust fabricated with sturdy
timber supports. Includes a set of (3) beams, each
approximately 8’ long, with support legs.
Age range
5+

Monkey Rings
WholeTrees® Timbers and industry hand rings.
Includes timber supports buried 4’ below grade
and hardware for assembly.
Age range
5+
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Climbing Horse
Includes timber structure and netting for climbing.
Supports are buried 2’ below grade.
Age range
5+

Pole Climber #1
Tiered climbers with attached cowbells and
mounted steps. Includes timbers, steps, hardware,
and cowbells. Timber supports are assumed be an
average of 8’ tall, and are buried 4’ below grade.
Age range
5+

Pole Climber #2
Users can play throughout the crooks, climb around
the perimeter on tiered steps, and boost themselves
to the top on these inverted trees. Includes timbers,
steps, and hardware. Timber supports are assumed
to be an average of 12’ tall, and are buried 4’ below
grade.
Age range
5+
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Log Pavers
Tiered log or stump slices of varying diameters in
clusters of 20 or more. Pavers are typically 4” thick
and vary between 6”-10” in diameter.
Age range
3+

Log Steppers
Tiered logs of varying heights and diameters in
clusters of 10 or more. Stepper diameters vary
between 8”-12” and are typically buried 2’ below
grade and project between 1’-4’ above grade.
Age range
3+

Log Wall
Buried poles create a continuous dividing or
retaining wall of round timbers. Log diameters vary
between 5”-10” and timbers are buried 2’ below
grade, projecting 2’ above grade.
Age range
2+

Sample photo not by WholeTrees.
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Monkey Bars
Round timber structure with horizontal metal bars
for hanging and swinging. Beams form a 15’ long
structure, supports are buried 4’ below grade, and
includes all timber structure and hardware.
Age range
3+

Sample photo not by WholeTrees.

Water Table
Gently sloped log water table with faucet and lining.
Table is approximately 10’ long and includes timber
channel, supports, hardware, lining, and faucet holder.
Age range
3+

Sample photo not by WholeTrees.

Log Circuit
A flat-topped, naturally curved character tree or
assembly of trees to encourage forest-themed play
and exploration along its undulating surface. Circuit
is approximately 20’ long and includes all necessary
hardware and supports.
Age range
3+
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Bird’s Nest
A non-elevated nest using WholeTrees timbers.
Includes an 8’ diameter wooden platform, assorted
interwoven WholeTrees pieces between 1”-4” in
diameter to form a structure about 3’ in height, and
all hardware for assembly.
Age range
3+

Decorative Stumps
Natural finished tree stumps for interior or
exterior use as seats, stair steps, or anything else
the imagination conjures. Stumps are typically up to
16” in diameter and approximately 18” tall.
Age range
3+
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Custom Play Sculptures
Price and past project examples upon request.
Age range
5+
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